
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF ART MOVEMENT CUBISM IN

THE 20TH CENTURY

Cubism is an artistic movement, created by Pablo Picasso and Georges the early 20th Century, the ideas and
techniques of Cubism influenced many The introduction of collage broadened the form's color palette further.

Abstraction and the ready-made[ edit ] Robert Delaunay , Simultaneous Windows on the City, , 46 x 40 cm,
Hamburger Kunsthalle , an example of Abstract Cubism The most extreme forms of Cubism were not those
practiced by Picasso and Braque, who resisted total abstraction. Typically in Cubist works, the viewer is more
placed in motion, since the perspective presented on canvas are multiple planes, as if the artist is moving
around the subject and capturing all views in one image. The lines between the different blocks are well
defined, but Picasso's facial features can still be recognized. They wanted the viewer to be curious and think
deeply instead of being enraged. Robert Delaunay is considered a primary representation of this wing, sharing
similar architectural interests as Leger, which he applied multiple times to Cubist depictions of the Eiffel
Tower and other notable Parisian structures. Braque continued his experimentation. Note: For an explanation
of some of the great Cubist works by Picasso and others, see: Analysis of Modern Paintings  Other members
Roger de la Fresnaye and Andre Lhote viewed Cubism, not as a subversion from the norm but instead a way
to return order and stability to their work, and found inspiration in Georges Seurat. Disillusioned in later life,
by he was painting realist pictures. Which was your favorite movement? Essentially it means "new art", since
sculpture and certain types of painting are considered 'plastic arts'. If nothing else, you will appreciate the
radical nature of Cubism compared to traditional Western art. Contact first occurred via European texts
translated and published in Japanese art journals in the s. The subject of Rayonism aka Rayism , was abstract
landscape comprising light or rays of light depicted by patterns of linear forms. English art historian Douglas
Cooper proposed another scheme, describing three phases of Cubism in his book, The Cubist Epoch. As you
can see, Synthetic Cubism is still fairly geometric, and some pieces like this one incorporate traditional media
as well as found objects. Many of the artists were atheists and centered around what one art history textbook
calls the "absurdity of human existence" Gardner. A splatter-paint image done in the style of Jackson Pollock.
Source The twentieth century was one of particular worldwide upheaval, ranging from wars to economic
downturns to radical political movements. Rayonism c. A good start is to compare early Cubist still-lifes with
traditional still life from say the Baroque or Dutch Realist schools. Dada is never right


